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ON16SEPTEMBER1960Edward Turner,a member of the BSA 
board of directors and well-known identity in the British

 motorcycle business world, arrived in Japan to inspect the
 country's motorcycle industry.After visits to the Honda,Suzuki,and 

Yamaha factories,he made the following comments.

Japan's motorcycle market really is at the helm of the world right 
now. But this market is unique,different from every other market in 
the world;what is considered correct in the Japanese market is not 
considered to be acceptable in every other market.In the United 
States,and in other markets as well,demand for two-wheeled vehi
cles has already reached its limits.So if Japan's motorcycle manufac
turing industry were,as the only big enterprise in the world,to go 
on increasing its production output at this same rate through its vig
orous production system,one can only wonder what the result 
would be....On what grounds is the motorcycle manufacturing 
industry in this country carrying out this huge expansion in produc
tion equipment?Have there been any surveys that would serve as
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sufficient support for having this large amount of production equip

ment?The only thing I can think of is that they are groping blindly 

in the running of their business.What they are doing is extremely

 dangerous.1

The huge production equipment that Turner was referring to was the 

Suzuka plant, just built by Honda Motor Co.to specialize in the man

ufacture of the Super Cub(Honda C100).The Suzuka plant was 

indeed an extremely risky investment.But the man who had taken 

the lead in deciding upon this investment,senior managing director

 Takeo Fujisawa,did not share Turner's sense of danger at all.On the 

contrary,he was brimming with confidence:•gThere is no other prod

uct in Japan at the present time that is less dangerous than this.We 

can invest in it without any worries....I have the capacity to see what 

the prospects are,and I have the capacity for solutions.•h2This

•@confidence would be proven correct within the next three years.

Honda Motor Co.had laid the groundwork for export by establish

ing American Honda Motors in Los Angeles in1958;after the Suzu

ka plant began operations in1960,the company began sending wave 

upon wave of exports to the North American market.

This study sheds light on the reasons why Honda Motor Co.was
 able to secure a controlling position in motorcycle production by focus

ing on Honda's export and production strategies.First,an analysis 
is made of the changes in international competitive relationships in

 the motorcycle industry in the second half of the1950s,followed by
 an examination of Honda's decision making on exports.Secondly,

the activities of Honda are analyzed,and this will clarify the process
es by which the North American market was chosen as the place to 
make entry,and why direct investment was chosen as the entry 
method.Thirdly,a discussion is made of the construction of the 
Suzuka plant,an initiative that was taken by Takeo Fujisawa.Special 
attention is paid to the relationship between export strategies and the 
capacity,technology,and production method of the Suzuka plant.

1Public Relations Division,Honda Motor Co.,Ltd.,ed.,Soritsu50shunen-kokunai
 eigyo nirin shoshi[Fiftieth anniversary of founding:A short history of motorcycles,domes

tic operations](1999).This document is on a CD ROM,so no page number can be sup

plied.

2 T.Fujisawa,•gKigyo no jishusei•h[Autonomy in business],Honda shaho[The Honda 

newsletter] (August 1960),p.3.
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STRUCTURAL CHANGE IN MOTORCYCLE DEMAND 

AND CHANGES IN INTERNATIONAL COMPETITIVE RELATIONSHIPS

1)THE EMERGENCE OF A RISING DEMAND IN THE NORTH AMERICAN 

MOTORCYCLE MARKET AND THE LATTER'S EXPANSION AS AN
 EXPORT MARKET

In the motorcycle market of North America in the latter half of the

1950s a rising demand for small motorcycles was emerging•\it was 

slow,but steady.European motorcycle manufacturers were the first 

to show a reaction to this new demand,and they rapidly increased 

the volume of their exports to the United States.Creating the new 

demand was the attraction small motorcycles held as the means to 

commute to work or to college,and also as the means for expanding 

leisure activities or for country racing.This attraction was different 

from the attraction people felt for motor cars or for the large motor

cycles that dominated the North American motorcycle market up till 

then.Japanese motorcycle manufacturers were not far behind their 

European counterparts in responding to the rising demand in North 

America for the small motorcycles.What alerted Honda and the 

other Japanese motorcycle manufacturers of the new trends in the 

North American motorcycle market was none other than the indus

try survey services of the Japan Machinery Federation.After a sum

mary of their report we shall see the market situation there in the 

late1950s and how Japanese motorcycle manufacturers were 

informed of it.

From1955on,the Japan Machinery Federation,with the guidance 

and cooperation of MITI,carried out surveys commissioned by the 

Japan Keirin Association.These were wide-ranging surveys covering 

the bicycle,motorcycle,and automobile industries.Beginning in

1957a new overseas market survey group was set up to sound out export 

possibilities,and its first survey results were put together in June

1958under the title•gOverseas Market Survey Report.•h3The princi

pal target of the survey was not the passenger vehicle sector,which,

because of its small domestic markets,had not succeeded in attain

ing international competitiveness,but motorcycles,which,blessed by

3 Nihon Kikai Kogyo Rengokai [Japan Machinery Federation],Kaigai shijo chosa 

hokokusho•\kogata jidosha o chushin to shite[Overseas market survey report:With empha

sis on small motor vehicles](1957machine industry basic survey report N,6th series,

June1958),p.4.
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domestic demand,•ghad attained an export competitiveness ranking 

on a par with the countries of  Europe.•h4

The report shows the demand structure in the North American 

market during the1950s and the•@ changes occurring in it .The num

ber of registered motorcycles in the United States,while fluctuating 

around the400to450thousand mark,was gradually rising;as for region

al distribution,the central northeastern states,the Pacific Coast,and 

the Atlantic Coast southern states,had relatively high diffusion rates.

And yet the diffusion rate in the United States for the population as 

a whole stood at2.7motorcycles per one thousand people in1957,

which was extremely low in comparison with the rates in other coun

tries in the same year:130per one thousand people in France,70in 

Italy,47in West Germany,16in Japan-and in comparison with the 

rate for passenger car diffusion in the United States,which stood at

300per one thousand people.5The figures for the number of motor

cycles imported into the United States are collated in the table 

below.6

Year 1952 1953 1954 1955 1956 1957 1958 

Exporting country  (Jan .  July) 

England 7,665 5,752 7,798 10,112 12,861 12,998 8,685 
W. Germany 1,554 2,411 3,298 3,225 7,512 14,299 5,143 
Italy 6,925 6,261 2,954 6,740 7,985 16,368 16,150 
Austria  n.a. n.a. n.a.  n.a. 5,157 7,613 9,883 
Japan n.a.  n.a.  n.a. n.a. 37 473 862 
Czechoslovakia  n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. 236 578 536 
France  n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. 253 0 610 
Others 19 159 3,306 2,400 107 819 421 
Totals 16,153 14,583 17,353 22,507 34,184  .  53,148 42,240

Note:The abbreviation•gn.a.•hstands for•gnot available.•h

From these figures it can be seen that the number of motorcycles 
imported into the United States tended to increase annually.There 
was an especially big jump from1956to1957(on the order of156%),
while from the second half of1957to the first half of1958there was

4Ibid ., p.3.

5Calculated from tables in Nihon Jidosha Kogyokai[Japan Automobile Manufacturers 
Association],ed.,Jidosha tokei nenpyo[Motor vehicle statistics](1961).

6Compiled from Consumer Product Import Statistics of the National Census Bureau
,U.S.

Department of Commerce.Figures in the columns represent the number of motorcycles.
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a jump of nearly200%.When we look more closely at the exporting 
countries,we can see that England,which had been far and away the 
biggest exporter till1956,was suddenly replaced by West Germany 
and Italy as sources of the largest number of imports.

The overseas market survey group carried out a questionnaire 
survey in the North American market;this survey sheds light on the 
reasons for this sudden increase in imported vehicles and for the changes 
in exporting countries'shares of the market.For the questionnaire 
two hundred names were chosen at random from among those who 
had registered motorcycles in San Francisco.These people were 
asked how they came into possession of their motorcycles,their opin
ions on the make they were using,their plans for future purchases,
information on their households,what they knew about Japanese prod
ucts,and so on.Some of the results can be summarized as follows:7

Large motorcycles Small motorcycles 

What year model? A wide spread of years Predominantly 1956 

 and later 

Form of purchase Trade-in New purchase 

Reasons for purchase Interest/For fun Low cost of maintenance;

ease of driving & parking;
 convenience for commuting 

to work or college

The report stressed some points in regard to the motorcycle market 

in the United States and future trends.8

1.The U.S.motorcycle market consists of two tiers,that of the large

 motorcycle market,which is fully mature,and that of the small 

motorcycle market,which has growth potential.

2.Italy and West Germany have noticed the future potential of small

 motorcycles and it is believed they will adopt further export

 encouragement policies.

3.There is a tendency to entrust the sale of small lightweight vehi

cles to the mail-order sales network.

7These results can be found on pp.295-30of the Japan Machinery Federation report 
cited in full in note3above.

8Discussed on pp.5-8of the Japan Machinery Federation report.
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Finally,the overseas market survey group ended their report by offer

ing a bit of useful information to Japanese motorcycle manufactur

ers:•gOur observation that the motorcycle market in America is in the 

process of rapid change...means,it seems to us,that new consumers 

are appearing in the market.•h9

2)STAGNATION AND CONTRACTION IN THE EUROPEAN MOTORCYCLE MARKET

The fact that European motorcycle manufacturers were able to react 

quickly to the new demand in the North American market for small 

motorcycles and could increase export volume rapidly confirms their 

superiority over Japanese motorcycle manufacturers both in regard 

to technology and costs.After the war,in the countries of Europe motor

cycles had become popular as the poor man's version of a motor vehi

cle;once into the mid-1950s,of the nineteen million motorcycles owned 

around the world,around sixteen million were owned by people in 

Europe.The competitiveness of Europe's motorcycle manufacturers 

depended on the size of the European markets.And the major 

motorcycle manufacturers were blocking the entry of Japanese 

motorcycle manufacturers into not only the EEC sphere of influence 

but also into the North American and Southeast Asian motorcycle mar

kets.But then in the second half of the1950s changes started to occur 

that impacted on that market dominance.What happened was that 

the interest of motorcycle users in Europe gradually shifted,thanks 

to the revival of their economies and rises in their personal incomes,

toward inexpensive mini cars.This led first to stagnation in the mar

ket,and then to contraction of it.

Table1shows the fluctuations in production and export figures 

of the major two-wheel vehicle producer countries between1949and

1960.The number of such vehicles produced in postwar West Ger

many,Italy,and France shot past the half-million mark in each of those 

countries by the mid-1950s,but after1955the figures show a stagnant 

or a declining trend.On the export side,England was the only coun

try to ship over half of its production output to overseas markets very 

early on;the others increased export numbers after their domestic 

markets had stagnated or declined.In the second half of the1950s West 

Germany became an automobile producing country(eventually

9Ibid .pp.5-8.



Table1.Numbers of Motorcycles Produced and Exported by Major European Exporters and Japan
(Unit=number of motorcyc

les) WEST GERMANY ITALY FRANCE ENGLAND JAPAN

Year Produced Exported Produced Exported Produced Exported Produced Exported Produced Exported

1949 145,516 3,434 99,900 3,789 135,684n.a.154,800 65,108 9,189 524

50 299,083 16,274 318,000 17,505 214,966n.a.157,200 73,957 7,586 801

51 337,762 32,581 363,500 31,137 474,149n.a.160,262 91,699 23,957 491

52 439,776 49,301 460,000 46,335 613,733n.a.157,820 70,266 76,042 18

53 564,003 63,477 543,500 56,226 808,477 48,142 154,130 63,173 165,704 105

54 837,127 136,543 565,000 47,132 1,002,195 56,272 164,264 70,254 224,268 191

55 1,083,853 205,165 605,000 87,824 1,145,820 69,939 185,228 60,731 252,236 323

56 849,542 237,860 570,000 100,386 1,130,252 50,154 142,769 58,850 337,368 648

57 645,369 271,107 576,500 165,184 1,103,631 72,232 206,063n.a.414,934 1,951

58 498,699 163,859 580,000 158,740 964,272 83,863 179,239n.a.504,114 5,427

59 516,854 176,624 595,000 180,940 955,046 131,734 326,959n.a.878 ,341 19,470
60 587,882 196,316 630,800n.a.1,007,369n.a.252,917 44,111 1,494,202 56,268

Note:Production and export figures include all motorcycles,scooters,and mopeds.The abbreviation n.a.stands for•gnot available.•h

Source:Japan Automobile Manufacturers Association,Motor Vehicle Statistics1961,p.135.
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ranking second behind the United States),but in contrast its domes

tic demand for two-wheel vehicles contracted rapidly when consumer 

interest shifted rapidly to cheap mini cars.10England was also unique 

in another way:already in the late1920s the number of passenger 

vehicles owned was greater than the number of motorcycles owned.11

Germany,France,and Italy(in that order)were not to arrive at that 

turning point until the second half of the1950s or later.12This in turn 

led to the takeovers or bankruptcies of small and medium-sized 

motorcycle manufacturers and a shift in policy by the large manufacturers 

to increasing exports and producing mini cars.The large manufac

turers were able to maintain production levels by transferring the con

tracted portion of the domestic market to exports,but they avoided 

aggressive product development or investment in new equipment in 

their motorcycle operations.Instead,large manufacturers like BMW 

and DKW in West Germany and Vespa and Lambretta in Italy tried 

to adapt to demand fluctuations by a positive switch of production 

equipment and development activities to the production of four

wheel  vehicles.13

3)EXPANSION OF THE JAPANESE MOTORCYCLE MARKET

From the latter half of the1950s the Japanese motorcycle market con

trasted with that of Europe,in that at long last motorcycles entered 

a period of solid expansion as a poor man's motor car.This was a significant 

market factor that would bring about a change in the traditional pic

ture in terms of international competitiveness,with Europe at the top 

of the ladder and Japan at the bottom,and would hasten the rise of 

Honda Motor Co.

We saw in Table1how Japan's motorcycle market was lagging far 

behind the European market when it entered its period of expansion,

and that it had to wait until1958before it reached the half-million

10Japan Machinery Federation
,Kogata jidosha kaigai joho[Overseas information on 

small  automobiles](1958machine industry basic survey report33-N131,June1959),

pp.68-71.

11Steve Koerner,•gThe British Motor Cycle Industry during the1930s,•hJournal of Trans

port History (March1995),pp.57-58.
12Japan Machinery Federation

,Overseas Information on Small Automobiles(June1959),

pp.47-48.
13Ibid .,pp.68-71,168,and188-96.
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production mark.Exports registered a notable increase from1959,

yet they were still only a small fraction of the number of vehicles bound

 for the domestic market,and there was a clear tendency for growth 

to rely on domestic demand.Nevertheless,the low number of 

exports did not mean that  Japanese motorcycle manufacturers were 

uninterested in exports.What was happening was that Japanese man

ufacturers'attempts to export were being thwarted by the competi

tiveness of European manufacturers in the international market.In 

early January of1952,a short four years after Honda's motorcycle oper

ations had begun,Takeo Fujisawa came out with a manifesto entitled

•gHonda Giken no sekaishugi•h[Honda Motor Co.'s international

ism].In it he stated:•gOur company is planning300,000dollars worth

 of exports this year...the low costs resulting from our company's

 high level of efficiency and mass production method is sure to enable

 us to compete with foreign countries even on the international

 industrial level and to achieve victory in trade.•h14Despite the deter

mination of management,however,the total amount of exports for

 the eight years from the year of its founding,1948,up to1956failed

 to reach95,000dollars.The one-page advertisement in Newsweek

 magazine that was taken out after the internationalism manifesto at

 a cost of14,000dollars resulted in a token export to the United

 States of thirty  motorcycles.15Exports to Southeast Asia likewise were

 fruitless.A Honda employee who went to Southeast Asia to conduct 

a sales promotion campaign had this to say:•gIn the towns over there

 vehicles from all kinds of countries were on the roads;it was really

 like an international trade fair.If you had the impression that the only

 country whose vehicles were NOT to be seen was Japan,you'd be right.

...The reason why no Japanese vehicles were on the roads was either

 that they still cost too much or that their technical level was  low.•h16

Though Honda Motor Co.had exports in view from its founding,though

14T.Fujisawa,•gHonda Giken no sekaishugi,•hHonda geppo[Honda monthly news]

(January1952), p.1.
15Public Relations Division

,Honda Motor Co.,ed.,Amerika ni itta Honda Giken•\AHM
1959-1963[Honda Motors goes to America:AHM1959-1963](1984),pp.11-13.

16Honda shalo Editorial Office
,•gTonan Ajia kyaraban4500km no tabi•h[A4500km 

caravan trip through Southeast Asia],Honda shaho(February1959),p.3.Of the116,959

two-wheel vehicles owned in1957in Indonesia,Malaysia,Singapore,and Thailand ,it
 is estimated that fewer than one thousand were from Japan.
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it grew into one of the powerful domestic manufacturers by contin

uing to adopt new technology,new production methods,and new sales 

channels,its export performance in the1950s was being restricted 

by the competitiveness of West German,Italian,British,and other 

motorcycle manufacturers,which was based on the size of the Euro

pean motorcycle market.
After1955Japan's motorcycle market experienced an explosive expan

sion because the diffusion of the automobile was preceded by pur
chases of motorcycles as poor man's motor vehicles.Throughout the
1950s low Japanese incomes were slowing the diffusion of passenger 
vehicles(compared to the countries of Europe)and blunting the growth

 of Japan's auto makers.An idea of the relations between national per 
capita incomes and motor car diffusion rates in major countries in
1959can be had from some figures provided by the Japan Automo
bile Manufacturers Association in its Motor Vehicle Statistics for1960.

Country National Per Capita Income No.of Passenger Vehicles
(U.S.dollars)Per Thousand People

England954 89
France813 100
W.Germany747 55
Italy431 29

Japan249 3

This lag in Japan in the diffusion of passenger vehicles was turned to 
advantage by the motorcycle manufacturers.First of all,by reason of 
the fact that the motorcycle became the means of mobility of the mass
es as a poor man's motor car,the scale of the Japanese market devel
oped into the largest in the world;secondly,because the period of 
the market's expansion happened to overlap the eclipsing of the 
European motorcycle market,Japanese motorcycle manufacturers were 

presented with a good opportunity to overcome their competitive infe
riority in the international market.

4)BUILDING UP EXPORT COMPETITIVENESS THROUGH RATIONALIZATION

Having experienced failure in its export offensive of the early fifties,

Honda carefully and strategically made use of the opportunity to 

expand its domestic motorcycle market as a means to rebuild its 

export competitiveness.The first thing it did was to move in a direction
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opposite to that taken by its rival manufacturers,who hastened to increase 

production and lift sales;it spent the three years from1955to1957

intent upon rationalization.The result was that,when its mass pro

duction technology was firmly in place and cost reductions had been 

successfully achieved,it carried out a series of price reductions that 

gradually enabled it to expand its share of the domestic market.Its 

second export offensive was embarked on after it had first gone 

through this process of rationalization and cost reductions in the domes

tic market.

Midway through those three years of rationalization Takeo Fujisawa 

issued an appeal to the company's workers.

Our company now stands at a decisive moment.Is it better to

 increase output and keep up with other companies'increased pro

duction,or is it better to put effort into improving the content of

 our operations,even if this means holding down output and drop

ping sales percentages?There still are many elements whose costs 

must be lowered.Searching these out and arriving at ideal costs is

 the most important thing that we have to do at the present time.17

The focus of rationalization was on the concentration of plant and 

equipment at the Hamamatsu and Saitama plants and on funda

mental changes to their layouts.At the Hamamatsu plant the sever

al small factories built when the company was founded were put 

together within a modern,windowless new building.This new plant 

was equipped with automated machinery,and slat conveyors and 

trolley conveyors were introduced into the final assembly.18Similar 

large-scale changes were made to the plant layout at the Saitama 

plant as well.In addition,at both plants management carried out such 

rationalization measures as putting into effect production control,qual

ity control,and process specification,taking on internal production 

of parts formerly supplied by outside contractors,and the block pur

chase by the parent company of materials from suppliers,and oper

ating efficiency was greatly improved.Thanks to this rationalization,

Honda had firmly in place mass production technology in the press

ing,welding,and casting processes of production and built up an inte

-17T .Fujisawa,•gKongo no seisan keikaku•h[Upcoming production plans],Honda shaho

(August1956),p.2.
18•gGorika no ayumi•h[The pace of rationalization]

,Honda shaho(October1957),p.11.
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grated production that secured the company its unique position in 

the motorcycle business.19The result of all this was that,at the Hama

matsu plant,complete assembly of the Dream250cc went from the 

previous average of three minutes twenty seconds per vehicle to one 

minute forty-eight seconds,20and costs on producing the Dream

250cc were reduced by4%,while those on the Benly125cc were 

reduced by6.8%.21In April1957the company carried out its first price 

cut,and in August of that same year its second.22 By these price reduc

tions Honda product lines all went down in price10-15%.23These 

price cuts dealt a serious blow to Honda's competitors•\in particu

lar settling the fight for first place with Tokyo Hatsudoki (Tohatsu)•\—

and was the direct cause of Honda's establishment of a solid grip on 

hegemony in the market.Honda's steady improvement in its share 

of the market can be seen from the following figures.24

1951195319551957

Honda9.9%17.9%16.4%18.9%

T6hatsu-9.3%20.2%噛12.0%

Suzuki--3.5%7.6%
『Ya

maha--0.9%3.9%

After achieving its goals of successful rationalization,price reductions,

and market share expansion,Honda began to make preparations for 

a second determined export plan.Soichiro Honda,the president of 

the company,explained the thinking:

In our country,where exports are low,demand conditions in the 

domestic market are an important indicator for production.For

19Tsutomu Demizu
,Machi kojo kara sekai no Honda e no gijutsu keisei no25nen[Twen

ty-five years of technology formation,from town factory to international Honda](Union 

Shuppan),p.100.

20Ibid
.

21•gThe Pace of Rationalization,•hp.11.

22T .Fujisawa,•gKonji nesage ni atatte•h[Regarding the recent price cuts],Honda shaho

(August1957special issue),p.1.

23Ibid .

24These figures on market share are derived from Jun Otahara,•gNihon nirin sangyo 

ni okeru kozo henka to kyoso•h[Structural change and competition in Japan's motor

cycle industry],Keieishigaku34no.4(March2000),p.13.
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anyone aiming at development through cost reduction by means of

 mass production,relying almost completely on the domestic market

 like this is itself a sign of leaving development out in the cold....It

 is my dearest wish to turn the recent price cuts into a great opportu

nity,not only here in the domestic market,but even more especially

 for entry into the overseas market.25

The plan to enter the overseas market was revived in1957as the sales 

department's number two priority item;in 1959,it was given num

ber one priority status.The company's export policy was given the 

following specification:•gfirst to outsell European products in Amer

ica,Southeast Asia,and Central and South America,and then to sweep 

directly over Europe.•h26Honda's second export policy,like the first 

one in the early1950s that ended in disaster,was a challenge aimed 

at the European motorcycle manufacturers.

THE ESTABLISHMENT OF AMERICAN HONDA MOTORS 

1)THE CHOICE OF THE NORTH AMERICAN MARKET

The Japan Machinery Federation's report on overseas markets 

proved to have a decisive influence on Honda's export policy.The 

company had been sending inspection teams to study the markets in 

Europe and Southeast Asia since the end of1956with a view to for

mulating an export plan,but even in the early months of1958a deci

was fully persuaded[by the report]that America would be the best

25S.Honda,•gSaido no nesage happyoöni tsuite•h[Concerning the announcement of 

another price reduction],Honda shaho(August1957),p.1.

26Ibid .,p.6.
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place to export motorcycles to,but I couldn't be satisfied just with 

these materials,I wanted to go there and see for myself.•h27

In November1958Kawashima and his party left for Los Angeles .28

The data they assembled during their tour included such things as 

basic statistical materials;information on the types of vehicles pro

duced by their competitors,their capacities
,and the final retail 

prices at which they were selling;and the margin rates the sales out

lets in the U.S.were demanding from distributors and importers .

Kawashima visited the office of a Mitsubishi Bank official stationed 

in San Francisco and learned from him about the growth of indus

trialization on the West Coast and the shifting of purchasing power 

towards the West Coast.29

The trade team also received advice from Toyota Motors and Mit

subishi Corporation regarding entry into North America and the method 

of entry.The person in charge of exports at Toyota explained that 

Toyota's annual advertising expenses in North America came to only

 half a million dollars,but this was because Americans were well aware 

of the utility of an automobile,and he expressed the opinion that about 

one million dollars would be needed to educate Americans about the 

utility of motorcycles.In order to find the million dollars ,it would 

be necessary to set aside the income from the sale of two to three thou

sand motorcycles for advertising purposes.This represented a big obsta

cle to the export plan.30The advice from Mitsubishi Corporation was 

that exporting through a general trading company had its advantages:

•gIf they are handled by a general trading company
,at times when sales 

are slack the company can assign the employees in charge of sales to 

other duties,and runnings costs will be minimal.•hTo Kawashima this 

came across as•gan attitude of selling motorcycles in spare time .•h31

2)HONDA'S PLAN TO ENTER THE NORTH AMERICAN MARKET

AS SEEN IN ITS OFFICIAL SUBMISSION

Upon the return of the inspection team from North America
,the trade 

team hurriedly produced a plan to present to MITI and the Ministry

27Honda Motors Goes to America
,pp.62-63.(See note15above for full citation.)

28Ibid .,pp.12and66.

29Ibid .,pp.67-69.

30Ibid.,pp.62-63.

31Ibid .,p.62.
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of Finance in order to obtain approval to apply for a foreign currency 
allowance.32In the process of drawing up the plan they discussed with 
special care the setting of the local U.S.prices.Table2gives a chart 
of retail prices for motorcycles of250cc or less on the West Coast of 
the United States in1959.The majority of the brands of motorcycles 
were made in Europe,headed by West Germany,Italy,and England.

Fujisawa emphasized the significance for exports that the fruits of 
rationalization and the two cuts in domestic prices held,and he guid
ed the export plan through with a policy of not allowing the FOB prices 
to fall below.production costs(as Toyota Motors and Nissan Motors 
had been forced to do).33Under Fujisawa's policy it was extremely

 difficult to set local prices that would be competitive against those of 
the manufacturers already there.Thus,for example,MITI was point
ing out how,judging by a component chart(Table3)of local prices 
on the West Coast drawn up by Yamaha(which was exporting 
through a general trading company),the slim profit rate of0.7to0.8%
meant that Yamaha was sacrificing a reasonable profit.34

The method of entry that the Honda trade team finally decided 
upon was the setting up of a local sales subsidiary funded entirely by 
the parent company.35The plan was for the local subsidiary to han-
dle everything right from the beginning:importing,wholesaling,
retailing,and cultivating and organizing retail dealers.While oper
ating through a general trading company and consigning sales to local 
distributors remained options until the very end,ensuring the man
ufacturer's profit was given priority.The aim of the trade team was 
elimination of the importer margin,which ranged from12to18per
cent,so that this amount could be allocated to the company's own 

profit and to incentives for extension of the market.36The trade team 
set the local prices at590dollars(350cc),560dollars(250cc),and
245dollars(50cc).Even though these were not the lowest prices in 
each of the displacement classes,they were competitive enough

32Ibid.,p.71.
33Ibid.

34MITI,ed.,Nihon no jidosha kogyo[The automobile manufacturing industry in 
Japan](1961),p.123.

35Honda Motors Goes to America,pp.44and61.
36Ibid.,p.73.



Thble2.Retail Prices of Brands on the U.S.West Coast

NAME&TYPECouNTRYoFORIGINPRIcE

(US$)

250cc

Jawa(st・)czechoslovakia469

Maico(BlizzardSuperSp.)WestGermany535

Honda(CA72>Japan560

Puch(SGS)Austria560

㎜(BGD)WestGermany565

Zundapp(SuperSabre)WestGermany565

Barnett(80Cruiser)n.a.579

James(L25)England579

Maico(BlizzardScrambler)WestGermany579

MZEastGermany580

Adler(MB-favorite)England595

Jawa(Scrambler)Czechoslovakia599

DKW(RT125)WestGermany599

Panther(65)England599

BSA(Roadster)England610

Simpson(Sport)U.S.A.610

Puch(SSGA)Austria615

Puch(MB-BuddySeat)Austria629

NSU(SuperMax)WestGermany633

Maico(BlizzardEnduro)WestGermany635

1ndian(Arrow)U.S.A.638

Panther(35)WestGermany645

MVAgusta(Raid)Italy665

MotoGuzzi(AironeSports)Italy677

NSU(S20Scrambler)WestGermany680

BMW(R-26)WestGermanブ715

Horex(Resident)WestGermany725

Ariel(Leader)England795



NAME & TYPE COUNTRY OF ORIGIN PRICE 
(US$)

200cc

Zundapp West Germany 499 

Triumph England 545 

Triumph England 572 

Triumph England 595 

Parilla  Italy 639 

175-150cc 

Jawa (St.) Czechoslovakia 399 

Jawa (Scooter) Czechoslovakia 429 
Honda (CA95) Japan 460 

BSA (Super Bantam) England 475 

Jawa (Scrambler) Czechoslovakia 488 
Ducatti (American Sp.) Italy 519 

Lambretta (TV) Italy 579 

Ducatti (American Sp.) Italy 599 

125cc 

BSA (Bantam) England 405 

Jawa (Scrambler) Czechoslovakia 406 
Honda (CB92) Japan 495 

Ducatti (Super Sport) Italy 499 

Rumi (St.) n.a. 589 

Rumi (Scooter) n.a. 629 

50cc 

Jawa Czechoslovakia 219 
Honda (C-100) Japan 245 

NSU (N) West Germany 275

Source:Compiled from MITI,The Automobile Manufacturing Industry in 

Japan(1961),pp.118-21.
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Table3.components of Export Prices of Japanese Motorcycles(%)

Manufacturingcost46.547.346.9、45 .3

1mportduty7.35.95.45 .8

1nsuranceO.70.40.40 .3

Seafreight3.63.22.72 .5

DomesticchargesO.70.50.40 .4

Packingcharges2.71.91.71 .6

Dealermargin25.025.025.025 .1

1mportermargin12.715.016.818 .3

Manufacturer'sprofitO.80.80.70 .7

Totals100.0100.0100.0100.O

Source:MITI,The Automobile Manufacturing Industry in Japan(1961),p.122.

against the European manufacturers'products,and they had the 

additional advantage of ensuring a reasonable profit for the manu

facturer.

In March1959the plan for exporting to the United States was sub

mitted to MITI and the Ministry of Finance.37The bureaucrats held 

the opinion that•gthe motorcycle industry in America is declining ,

and it is unlikely to experience future growth in market scale.•h38As 

a result,when the amount of foreign currency that could be taken 

out of the country was set by the Ministry of Finance the following 

month,the500,000dollars requested in the plan was halved.In addi

tion there was a condition attached:140,000of the250,000dollars 

had to be appropriated by in-kind investment,so that in effect only

110,000dollars would be allowed out of the country.This amount was 

equivalent to a mere one-tenth of what had been allowed to be taken 

out in1957when Toyota Motor Co.set up American Toyota Motors.39

37Ibid .

38Ibid.,p.74.

39Ibid .,p.78.
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Table4.Honda's Plan for Exporting to U.S.

-Pla㎜ed Sales per Month(Vbhicles)-

3-8/'589/'58一 隔2/'593-8/'599/'59-2/'603/'60-

125-350cc200325800n.a.2,500

50cc100325800n.a.2,500

Half」ycarlytotalsl,800 、3,9009,60030,000

Source:Hoπ4α5肋 んδ(March1959),p.17.

Another thing to note is that the sales plan for the first year after 
its entry into the North American market(see Table4)was for only
5,700motorcycles for the year,which was equivalent to a mere6%of 
the total number imported into North America in1958and to20%
of what went through San Francisco Customs.Stillthe number of planned 
sales written down in the plan submitted to MITI etc.was no more 
than an opening move.Honda's real export plan would come to light 
after the Suzuka plant began operating,as we shall see in the next 
section.

STRATEGIC INVESTMENT DECISIONS AND THE ROLE OF ENTREPRENEUR

1)EXPANSION OF THE MOPED MARKET
AND TAKEO FUJISAWA'S STRATEGY CONCEPT

The Suzuka plant specializes in production of the Super Cub(Honda 

C100),the•gstrategic world motorcycle•h;it also is the first plant to intro

duce into motorcycle production the mass production method that 

is also used in automobile production.By concentrating investment 

in the 50cc segment of the market,Honda achieved superiority in 

economies of scale that no other company anywhere in the world had 

been able to achieve in the area of motorcycle production.It was only 

when the Suzuka plant made possible a reduction in the production 

costs of the Super Cub that the company had in place the system it 

needed for large-volume exports.This all came about because of the 

accurate,yet bold,strategic investment decisions of Takeo Fujisawa.
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Table5.Expansion in the Japanese Motorcycle Market,by Segments

(No.of vehicles)

MopEDMoToRα ℃LEScooTERToTAL

(<50cc)(>51cc)(50-350cc)

1955-228,78459,201287,976

1956-271,79080,249352,039

1957-319172104784423956

195892,955444,814118,702563,516

1959413,657853,136128,423981,559

19601,117,4431,567,921115,3791,683,300

Note:Figures for each year are calculated for the business year,from April to

 March.

Source:Figures were compiled from the relevant annual editions of Motor Vehicle Statistics

,edited by Japan Automobile Manufacturers Association.

Fujisawa did not overlook the good opportunity afforded by the 

coincidental confluence of three conditions:the emergence of an excel

lent domestic demand for mopeds,the stagnation and contraction 

of the motorcycle market in Europe,and the emergence of a rising 

demand for motorcycles in the North American market.As he put 

it,•gBeing in a situation like this is an opportunity that does not come 

knocking often....By adding the Suzuka plant at this point we are 

in the process of forming opportunities for growing into an international 

Honda.•h40Fujisawa's strategy concept can be summarized in three points:

a)setting the company's sights on giving the Suzuka plant a production 

capacity that will create a production scale integrating the domestic 

and world markets,and pursuing a rock-bottom reduction in the costs 

of producing the Super Cub;b)hastening to put into place domes

tic and international sales networks that will support large-volume sales;

c)waiting for the cost reductions that will follow full operations at

40T
.Fujisawa,•gKigyo ni mo fushi ga aru-uzuka Seisakusho hossoku ni atatte•h[There 

is a turning point for enterprise,too:On the occasion of the beginning of the Suzuka 

plant],Honda shaho(March 1960),p.3.
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Suzuka,and then waging a price war against European manufactur
ers,mainly in the North American market.

The monthly production capacity planned for the Suzuka plant was
30,000vehicles to begin with,working one shift,and50,000working 
two shifts.Thirty thousand of the50,000was targeted for the domes
tic market,the remainder being targeted for overseas markets,prin
cipally North America.(Seeing that the monthly production of the 
whole of the motorcycle industry in Japan stood at only20 ,000vehi
cles,a plan to produce50,000of a single model was viewed with alarm 
not only by Mr.Edward Turner-mentioned at the start of this arti
cle-but also by Honda's domestic competitors.)The sales division 
of the company was feverishly at work cultivating outlets and orga
nizing distribution channels,in an effort to guarantee the Suzuka plant 
would be operating at full capacity.A new sales network was set up 
for the Super Cub sector,to go with the two channels already in exis
tence for the Dream and Benly;on the basis of calculations that each 
dealer would sell20vehicles a month on average,in a series of stages
1,500new dealerships were organized.41The method of seeking 

prospective dealers was to send direct mail to40,000dealers listed in 
a register of bicycle dealerships,asking for expressions of interest.

42Meanwhile,American Honda Motors was also busily preparing for large
volume sales once the Suzuka plant was operating at full capacity,open
ing up sales routes not only on the West Coast but also in inland states 
and on the East Coast.In addition,market survey teams were sent to 
Southeast Asia,Australia,and Europe.

2)THE SUZUKA PLANT

All the elements of mass production cited by Henry Ford:mobility 

and precision,economy,a system,continuity,and speed,were taken 

over unchanged in the Suzuka plant.The Boston Consulting Group,

which later would refer to it as•gthe Japanese motorcycle manufac

turing policy,•hsummarized its features thus:•g[It]is based on the 

concept that high volumes per model provide the potential for high 

productivity.This potential is realised in practice by using capital

41Honda Motors Goes to America
,pp.60-61.

42Ibid .,p.61.

43Ibid .,p.105.
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intensive and highly automated techniques....Their focus on vol

ume-based cost reduction results in extensive use being made of 

advanced techniques.•h44They were not surprised at the Suzuka plant's 

production method itself,but astonished at the fact that a Ford-type 

production system had been introduced even into the motorcycle 

industry.

The machining line,assembly(engine assembly and full assembly)
lines,and their layout were modified versions of what was used at the 

place they were modeled on:Volkswagen's Wolfsburg plant,which was 
operating at full capacity producing the Beetle.45Its principal features 
were that the welding,plating,and pressing processes,which had pre
viously been outsourced by Honda,would be done within the plant,
and these would be part of a highly automated integrated produc
tion system,in which all the processes would be connected by con
veyors and synchronized with the speed of the final assembly line.All 

processing equipment,whether domestically made or imported,was 
geared for high production,and stability of quality and high efficien
cy were aimed for.46With its automated high-pressure die-casting 
machines,rotary index machines,inline transfer,and electrostatic coat
ing in which27processes were automated,the technology contained 
in the production processes were(setting aside differences in detail 
or size)the same as,or even improved versions of,what were used in 
European automobile manufacturing at that time,and except for the 
assembly processes nearly100%automated.47

The majority of the machine tools were imported from Europe and 
the United States,though some were made within the Honda orga
nization.While machine tools were imported from places like VWF 
of West Germany and the Cleveland Co.of the U.S.for casting and 
forging,resinating,and pressing large items,for machine processing 
the company introduced specialized machines made by its own

44 Boston Consulting Group,Strategy Alternatives for the British Motor Cycle Industry 

(London,HMSO,1975),p.xiii.

45 Jun Otahara,•gNihon nirin sangyo ni okeru kozo henka to kyoso•h[Structural 

change and competition in Japan's motorcycle industry],Keieishigaku34no.4(March 

2000),p.16.

46 Honda Motor Co.,Suzuka Plant,Supa kabugo Suzuka o tsukuru[The Super Cub makes 

Suzuka](1987),p.17.

47Ibid .,pp.17-23.
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machine tool sections in the Saitama and Hamamatsu plants(these 
machines would later take over a greater proportion of the work).
From an early stage there were indications of production technolo

gy development occurring within Honda,and these specialized 
machines were a prime example of this.Again,not only were the process
es in the mold materials area,molding shops,press shop,machining 
shop,and assembly zone automated,they were also connected by con
veyor movement and synchronized with the final assembly line.From 
the welding zone to the coating zone and assembly,especially,a 
through transit line was laid out,and rack-type conveyance by means 
of overhead conveyors was introduced.The Saitama and Hamamatsu 

plants had earlier adopted the assembly line system in each of their 
processes,but the use of conveyors to connect the processes and syn
chronize them with the final assembly line had not been adopted by 
Honda prior to the construction of the Suzuka plant48

The cost savings produced by the Suzuka plant produced the 
results Fujisawa had foreseen.Because of them,Honda's exports to 
North America and other markets increased dramatically and made 
enormous profits for the company.The trial calculations made by com

pany officials at the planning stage of the Suzuka plant came up with 
a cost reduction in the area of one thousand yen(three dollars)per 
vehicle,but once Suzuka was operating a full two shifts and produc
ing60,000vehicles a month,and with design changes,periodical reviews 
of the prices of materials,and the effects of increased manufacture 
of machines and parts internally,the cost savings rose to seven thou
sand yen(twenty dollars).Whereas the production cost of each 
Super Cub at the Saitama plant(which was making15,000vehicles 
a month)came to34,000yen(96dollars),it now fell to28,000yen

(about79dollars).49This amounted to a cost reduction of not quite
20%.When Super Cub production was moved to Suzuka in1960the 
volume of production increased abruptly,and Honda relied on the 
Super Cub so much that it represented80%of the company's total 

production output.Honda's share of the domestic market shot up 
dramatically,as the following figures indicate.50

48Otahara
,•gStructural Change and Competition,•hp.16.

49The Super Cub Makes Suzuka
,p.81.

50These figures are from my article,•gStructural Change and Competition,•hp.13.
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Company1957196019631966Honda17.9%44.1%63.5%58.1%T6hatsu12.0%4.2%2.2%Suzuki7.1%10.6%14.1918.3%•uYamaha3.9%9.4%8.7%15.9%

Figure1shows the fluctuations in motorcycle export results for the 
major European exporting countries,for Japan,and for Honda 
Motor Co.In stark contrast to the stagnation or contraction experi

enced by European countries,Honda rapidly lifted the rate of 
increase of its exports from1960on,and in1963it alone had export
ed over310,000motorcycles.Eighty percent of these were Super 
Cubs headed for the North American market.Honda's enjoyment of 
maximum economies of scale in the production of motorcycles at the 
lowest segment of the market later became the foundation for its enjoy
ing cost superiority through the whole range of segments from bot
tom to top,thanks to economies of scope and the experience curve 
effect.The result was that Honda Motor Co.,which had been able to 
achieve practically nothing by way of exports in the1950s,not only 
succeeded in the1960s in securing a dominant position in the world 
market but also,by maintaining an investment earning rate in excess 
of20%,succeeded in guaranteeing superiority in financial affairs over 
European motorcycle manufacturers(who either slid into the red or

Data for Figure1.

1951 1954 1957 1960 1963

W.Germany 30,871 136,650 271,107 195,880 122,000

Italy 31,137 45,031 165,184 181,123 151,572

France 13,603 13,818 72,232 201,407 158,840

England 91,699 70,254 58,850 44,111 32,226

Japan 491 103 1,951 56,268 400,385
Honda Motors 500 25,000 310,000

Source:Figures were compiled from the relevant annual editions of Motor Vehicle
 Statistics,edited by Japan Automobile Manufacturers Association.
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Figure1.Fluctuations in the Number of Motorcycles 
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down to single-digit profitability figures)and over its domestic rivals 
Yamaha and Suzuki,who had to be content with shares below20%
of the market.51

CONCLUSION

In these few pages we have analysed the changes in international com

petition relationships in the motorcycle industry in the second half 
of the1950s,and followed this with a consideration of decision mak

ing in relation to Honda Motor Co.'s export policies and of strategic 

investment decisions in relation to construction of a plant.

In the latter half of the1950s demand for two-wheel vehicles as a 

poor man's motor vehicle was on a downward trend in Europe,while 
at the same time it was on an upward trend as a poor man's motor

 car on the Japanese market;in North America,on the other hand,
there was a rising demand that was unrelated to automobile demand,
and it was growing.In such a situation it was possible to draw the con
clusion that a favorable opportunity was presenting itself to Japanese 
motorcycle manufacturers to enter the North American market.Nev
ertheless,if one were to ask whether the establishment of American 
Honda Motors in1959 represented decision making that was the result 
of full recognition of this opportunity,the answer would have to be 
that this was not necessarily the case.All Honda Motor Co.did was 
to react to a rising demand in the North American market that was 
already widely recognized,decide(with much caution)upon a local 

price and a method of entry into the market,and produce a conservative 
export plan that assumed the competitiveness of its rival European 
manufacturers.Still,benefiting from historical hindsight,we can say 
that that Honda's entry into North America,by reason of its fortu
nate linkage with the two turning points of a rising demand in that 
market and the retreat from motorcycle operations of European 
motorcycle manufacturers,provided Honda with the conditions for 
hastening the speed of its success.

It was not until the rapid growth of the moped market within 

Japan that Honda clearly recognized that changes in the international

51 Boston Consulting Group,Strategy Alternatives,pp.35-37.
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competitive environment were to its advantage and that it conceived 

of a series of effective strategies to link those changes to company growth.

When they did,they made the strategic investment decision that•git 

was now or never•h-and built the Suzuka plant as part of an export 

strategy.At this plant Honda switched from its past policy of small-

batch production of many models to mass production of a single model.

This was done in order to pursue thoroughgoing production cost reduc

tions by linking a remarkable production scale-50,000 Super Cubs 

a month-with capital-intensive,highly automated production tech

nology.After Suzuka was in operation,Honda was able,just as Fuji

sawa had foreseen,to rely on the Super Cub to help it speedily 

increase its share of the domestic market and the amount of its 

exports,and eventually to solidify its position as the dominant motor

cycle manufacturer on the world scene.A single strategic investment 

decision that fitted in admirably with changes in the state of the 

international environment signaled a decisive turning point in 

Honda Motor Co.'s fortunes.


